Then let him wear the triple cord
Of father's, brother's, husband's care;
In this partaking with his Lord
What angels cannot share.

O sweet new love! O strong new wine!
Inebriate me, draught divine.

God reaps from every loss a gain,
O taste of Pentecostal fire!

And when that final mystery is related of him, he had announced that on a given day he would preach on the Blessed Trinity and make known to his auditors a perfect knowledge of that mystery. On the day preceding that on which he had proposed to preach, as he was enjoying a solitary walk on the bank of a small stream he beheld a small boy scooping out a small trench in the sand and endeavoring to fill it with water taken from the stream with a shell. "What are you doing, my sweet child?" asked Alanus. "I am going to put all the water into my trench," was the reply. "And when do you think," continued the great theologian, "that you will succeed in your great design?" "I shall succeed before you perform what you have engaged to do." "What have I engaged, child?" "Why, you said that to-morrow you would, in a sermon, explain the Trinity by your science." At this reply, Alanus was filled with amazement, compunction and terror. He returned to his home in deep meditation, pondering on the words of the child and regretting his own presumption. When the hour of the sermon arrived, a great crowd assembled. Alanus mounted the pulpit and instead of preaching on the theme he had proposed, he uttered the words: "It is sufficient for you that you have seen Alanus;" and immediately descending, he withdrew, to the astonishment of the people. The same day he left Paris, and, going to Burgundy, he offered himself as a lay-brother in the Abbey of Citeaux, where he remained for a long time unknown, occupying himself with the duties of shepherd.

Time passed on, and after many years, Peter, the Abbot of Citeaux, made a journey to Rome, and Alanus accompanied him for the purpose of taking charge of his horses. Together they arrived at the Eternal City, and on the day of a great disputation, when the Abbot was proceeding to the council, the poor lay-brother asked whether he might not enter along with him: but the Abbot in reply bade him return to the stables and take charge of the horses, saying that none but Bishops, abbots and learned ecclesiastics were admitted. Alanus however entreated him to suffer him to glide in, disguised, at his side, and the abbot consenting, he passed in and sitting down at his feet heard the disputations of the doctors with the Albigeneses and Waldenses. The heretics, at one moment, appearing to triumph, Alanus rose and said to the abbot, "Jube Domine benedicere;" but the abbot, in amazement, said to him, "Madman, what are you doing?" Then again he meekly said, "Jube Domine benedicere;" and repeated it still three times more. The abbot was in amazement and rage; but the Pope, observing what passed, called upon him to speak. He began, and such was the force of his reasoning that the heretics were beaten on all points, and their errors became apparent to all present. His disputant, furious at finding himself worsted, angrily exclaimed: "Aut diabolus es aut Alanus!" "You are either the devil or Alanus de Insulis." "Non sum ego diabolus, sed Alanus,"—"I am not the devil, but Alanus," calmly replied the lay-brother. The abbot, still more amazed, would have resigned his dignity to him on the spot; and the Pope, Alexander, wished to load him with honors; but he refused them all, and returned to his abbey. It was, however, decreed that from that time forward he should have two clerks under him to write down what he might dictate. He wrote a number of books, and when old age came upon him he passed quietly away. His body was buried in the Abbey of Citeaux, whither he had fled from the noise and cares of the world.
Ballads.

The ballad is a short poem of an entirely lyric nature. The name comes from the Italian ballata, which is derived from ballare, to dance; but though the name be of Italian origin, the species of poetry which go by that name are more common in England and the northern nations of Europe. The world ballata passed from the Italians to the Provencals, from whom the Normans took it; and carried it to England, where it was applied to short songs, especially to the most popular ones, which were short tales in verse, celebrating the deeds of heroes, the adventures of lovers, and kindred acts. In order to trace the English and Scottish ballad to its origin, it is necessary to have recourse to those songs which had their existence among the people before the conquest of England by the Normans, and which were of a kind common to all the Teutonic nations; for the ballad existed long before the conquest, and we read that King Alfred sang ballads in the camp of the Danes.

Songs describing and celebrating the deeds of heroes and relating the passion and adventures of lovers were in high favor among all the Scandinavian nations; and the three great divisions or cycles of the Teutonic poetry of the Middle Ages—the stories of the Nibelungen, those of Charlemagne (more particularly those which relate to his wars against the Arabians, and the battle of Roncesvalles), and the tales of King Arthur and the Knights of the Round Table—consist of what at a later period were called ballads. The English ballad flourished more in the northern part of England and the southern part of Scotland, where influence of the Normans was not felt to the extent it was in southern England. The Normans, who settled in the island after the conquest, despised the native poetry, which they did not understand; and as a consequence it was left to the people, among whom it retained its simple and popular character, even after it grew into esteem among the descendants of the Norman conquerors.

In the course of time the feudal wars of the Norman knights and the high spirit of chivalry which, flourishing throughout all Europe, made its influence felt also in England, afforded new subjects to the ballad, and served to materially modify its character. The minstrels, always welcome guests in barons' halls and with the poor, sang the deeds of their forefathers with all the additions which a lively imagination dictated. It was not long before they began to celebrate in the same manner the achievements of their contemporaries, and when they began this, then the ballad, properly so called, originated. The bards of former days became minstrels, who in connection with the jongleurs, waited upon the barons, and devoting themselves to the amusement of the nobility received in turn pecuniary rewards and hospitable entertainment.

The poetry of the first centuries after the Norman conquest did not acquire a literary reputation, and in all probability was not committed to writing. Hence it is not to be wondered at that the oldest poems of a mixed Norman and Anglo-Saxon character are such religious songs as were to be found among the other nations of Europe, or even imitations of the French. Of all poems which have been reprinted from manuscript a little one on Spring is the only one of genuine Saxon origin. It was published by Wharton in his additions and emendations, which belong to the first volume of his "History of English Poetry." It begins with the words "Summer is cummin." Of the English ballads published, none can be considered antecedent to the fourteenth century; and of those which may have appeared before the fifteenth century we cannot speak with any certainty.

We have said that the ballad is of Teutonic origin, yet we ought to mention that among the southern nations of Europe the Spanish have ballads equal in merit to those of England and the North. The principal difference between the ballads of England and those of Spain is that the Spanish ballad is in trochaic, the English in lancelle metre. The difference in character of the two nations has also caused some diversity in the tone of sentiment and feeling. At the time when this kind of poetry flourished in the two countries the people had had but very slight intercourse with each other, and the similarity of forms which it assumed can only be explained by an accidental similarity of causes.

French ballads never reached a high degree of perfection, because their fabliaux, legends, etc., soon expanded themselves into the metrical and prose romances of chivalry. The ballad never flourished in Italy, the poetry of that country always retaining a certain antique spirit.

The Portuguese never cultivated the ballad much, and almost all their poetry of this kind can be traced to a Spanish origin. The German ballad never became so popular as the English, nor was it cultivated so much as the Spanish. In Russia there are lyrico-epic poems, of which some in old Russian are, by those acquainted with them, pronounced excellent. Of the ballads of modern times, the Scottish and Irish are the best, many of them being the productions of the best writers of those countries.

Proverbs Usually Misunderstood.

Perhaps nothing is so remarkable in philology as the transitions of meaning observable in popular expressions—transitions sometimes so complete that the originators of the phrases themselves would not recognize them under the new construction put upon them. We offer a few examples.

'Twixt cup and lip, there's many a slip.—Slips of table linen, called serviettes, were anciently held to the lips while drinking, to protect the gorgeous attire of former days from the evil influence of the intoxicating bowl. Cleanliness and a due regard for decorum required that these slips should be frequently changed. Hence they were necessarily very numerous and the origin of the proverb becomes evident at once.

The grey mare the better horse. Not far from the Isle of Man there was an antique borough presided over by the Mayor, whose locks had been grizzled by the storms of many winters and devotion to public duty. His unquestioned virtues were tarnished by the fault of garrulity, and the city councils were frequently protracted to an unseasonable length that the Mayor might hear himself talk. Having at length caught a severe cold, he was unable to expatiate as usual, and the Aldermen, rejoicing, came to the conclusion that the grey Mayor was the better hoarse, which accordingly passed into a proverb.

Figures won't lie.—When italiana were first invented, an attempt was made to give the Arabic figures the same inclination as the letters of the alphabet. This was subsequently found to be incompatible with their beauty and symmetry, and hence we see that in the midst of reclining italics the figures still preserve their perpendicularity, with a determination which proves they "won't lie."
Keep on.—On, otherwise known as Philadelphia, was a city of Egypt, near the confines of Ethiopia, and hence eminently important as an outpost. The Pharaohs made every effort to keep it, when besieged, as it frequently was, by their southern enemies, and their dying injunction to their successors was generally “Keep On.” The opinion which locates this city near the site of the modern Cairo is evidently a mistake.

Tournaments.

We have no definite knowledge of the origin of tournaments; but that they are of Teutonic origin all historical monuments tend to show, though Gibbon gives honor to France. In this latter country they reached their full perfection in the ninth and tenth centuries, and there received the form in which they are now known to us.

Though tournaments are frequently condemned in modern times as brutal, yet the author of the “Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire” says: “Impartial taste must prefer a Gothic tournament to the Olympic games of classic antiquity. Instead of the naked spectacles which received the prize of his dexterity and courage. The skill and strength that were exerted in wrestling and boxing bear a distant and doubtful relation to the merit of a soldier; but the tournaments, as they were invented in Italy, and eagerly adopted both in the East and West, presented a lively image of the business of the field. The single combat, the general skirmish, the defence of a post or castle were rehearsed as in actual service; and the contest, both in real and mimic war, was decided by the superior management of the horse and lance.

The first one to collect the rules of “tourneying” was Godfrey de Preuilly, a French nobleman, who gave them to his countrymen in the year 1066. These rules were in the succeeding centuries adopted in other countries. The first great tourney held in Germany was, according to Münster, at Magdeburg in 1069, the same year that de Preuilly collected the rules. Tournaments were not introduced into France until after the Norman conquest of England; the Normans being required in order to gain admission, and respective chivalry. To the tourney, certain qualifications as to birth and station were generally assigned to the knights by the heralds or king-at-arms. The lists, a large open space surrounded by ropes or railing, was the place of combat. Around the lists, galleries were erected to accommodate the spectators, among whom were seated the ladies, the supreme judges of tournaments. The regulations of the sport and the list of prizes were then read by the heralds. As the knights entered the lists, the constable examined their arms, seeing that the lances used had their points removed or were covered with pieces of wood called rockets, and that the swords were blunted and rebated. The armor was of a light fabric, and generally adorned with some device of a lady’s favor. When everything was prepared, the heralds shouted “Ereses aliter!” and the knights dashed their horses from the opposite ends of the lists to the encounter. Each one of the knights was followed by his esquires, who supplied him with arms and raised him when dismounted. In some tournaments a strong barrier separated the combatants; lances alone were employed, and thus many deadly personal combats were prevented. When the sport was finished, the prizes were delivered to the successful knights by the queen of beauty, who had been chosen by the ladies. On the second day of the tournament there was quite frequently a tournament for the squires, and on the third, a milieu of knights and esquires in the lists.

The great expense to which tournaments gave rise frequently caused them to be prohibited by princes; and having been on some occasions the cause of bloodshed they were opposed by the spiritual powers. As chivalry declined they gradually fell into disuse; and with the invention of gunpowder, which changed the whole nature of warfare, they ceased to serve as schools of war. What materially hastened their decline in France was the death of Henry II, who was accidentally killed at a tournament in the year 1559 by the Count Montgomery. At the close of the late rebellion an attempt was made to imitate the tournament in the Southern States, but as the participants were generally laughed at by the press the attempt was not successful. The manners and habits of people have so changed that the tournament can never again be held with any success, and perhaps we should rejoice that such is the case.

Mourning.

The outward semblance of sorrow on the death of friends has been displayed in very different ways at different periods and by people of different nations. In Europe and the United States black is the ordinary color for mourning, white among the ancient Greek and Roman ladies it is white; and in China this latter color is the one indicative of sorrow for the deceased. In Turkey it is blue or violet; in Egypt, yellow; in Ethiopia, brown; while kings and Cardinals mourn in purple. Reasons are given by each of these different nations for the use of a particular color as a mark of mourning; thus black, which is the absence of light, is supposed to denote the privation of life; white symbolizes purity; as yellow is the color of the falling leaves and dying flowers, it is taken to denote that death.
is the end of all human hopes; brown is the color of the earth, to which the dead return; blue is the emblem of that happiness which it is hoped the dead enjoy; and purple or violet is supposed to express a mixture of sorrow and hope,—sorrow that the man has died, and hope that he enjoys the happiness of the life beyond the tomb.

When the Spaniards first invaded Peru they discovered that the inhabitants of that country expressed their sorrow by wearing clothes of a mouse-color. In Japan black is a sign of rejoicing, and white of mourning. Among the Castilians in former times mourning vestments were made of white Serge. The Persians on the death of relatives clothed themselves in brown, and caused their whole families and even their animals to be shaved. In Lycia, during the whole time of mourning, the men wore female costumes. The Egyptians tore their breasts, covered their faces with mud, and wore vestments of the color of yellow or dead leaves; while at Delos they cut off their hair.

Among the Jews the time of mourning was, on the death of parents, one full year. The children did not vest in black, but were obliged to wear during the whole year clothes in which they were clad when the father died. They are obliged to observe a fast on the anniversary of the death. On the demise of children, uncles and aunts, the clothes in which they were clad when the father died. Among some nations there has prevailed a custom of mourning for the dead in shrieks and howls. This custom is of great antiquity and is universal among the followers of Mahomet. Among the Turks, the shrieks of the women rend the air. These cries are continued with scarcely any intermission until the body is interred. As the task for the women is rather troublesome and melancholy, the body is buried with all convenient speed and the female mourners are thus relieved. The men show no sign of mourning whatever, either by cries or by any external marks. They express no regret at the departure, considering death as a dispensation of Providence to which all should submit without murmuring. The Mingrellians mourn for their dead with most noisy and dolorous lamentations. They tear their hair, beat their breasts, and even wound their flesh; the men shave their heads and rend their clothes. The body is not buried for forty days, during which all this mourning continues. In Abyssinia the dead are mourned for many days. It begins in the morning with loud lamentations which continue until evening, when the nearest relatives and friends of the deceased, together with kind mourners, assemble at the grave, where they give vent to their sorrow by shrieks, clapping of hands, smiting their breasts, and uttering most dolorous expressions of sorrow. In Guinea when a person of ordinary rank dies the friends and relatives set up a loud cry about the corpse. They carry it into an open field where they call upon it to tell the cause of its death, and whether it perished from want of food or through the effects of necromancy. The mourning lasts for six weeks, during all which time lamentations are made each morning and evening at the grave. The Irish have always been remarkable for their funeral lamentations, and in former times were celebrated for their musical art in the last sad offices to their departed friends. Formerly these duties were performed by dressing the body of the deceased in grave-clothes, ornamenting it with flowers, and placing it on a bier; then the relatives and kindred, (i. e. those who chanted the songs of grief), ranging themselves in two divisions, one at the head and the other at the feet of the corpse, the chief bard of the head chorus, softly accompanied by the harp, sang the first stanza of the coos, or funeral song. This ended, the foot semi-chorus began the lamentation, or sillooa, in which they were answered by the head semi-chorus, and then both united in one general chorus. Then the chief bard of the foot semi-chorus began the second lamentation, in which he was answered by that of the head, after which, as before, both united in the general chorus. Thus all night were the song and chorus alternately chanted with the greatest solemnity. At present the keen has degenerated and is no longer a thing of beauty. The disorders which occur at the wakes have been the cause of the clergy opposing them, and they are gradually ceasing to take place.

An Old Time Bellman.

A few weeks ago we published an item concerning the Jesuit Mission established over a hundred years ago in the neighborhood of Niles and Bertrand, some six miles to the north of Notre Dame. Since writing the item, we have learned from some of the old settlers of Bertrand other facts in regard to the old cross which we supposed marked the grave of the zealous missionary, Father Allouez.

It seems that when Bertrand was first settled, the emigrants found just south of Niles a cross made of cedar wood, and which was some ten feet high, the wood of which had rotted just above the ground, thus leaving the cross in great danger of falling. It had been planted in the middle of some earthworks, which the Indians then living in the neighborhood said formed part of an old French fort, built many years before, when the French ruled Canada and laid claim to the Mississippi Valley. It is said that there was a fierce battle fought between the Indians and the French at this fort, in which the former were defeated; but of this we have received no positive information.

But to return to the cross. The land on which it was erected fell into the possession of a Presbyterian gentleman, whose name we now forget. Seeing that the cross was in danger of falling, he endeavored to prop it up with rails, etc., but in spite of his endeavors it was blown down by the wind, and so perished. When the people of Niles
learned this, the young men of that place erected another
cross to mark the spot where the original one stood. This
cross has fallen to decay, and now only the earthworks of
the old French fort remain.

Father Allouez, of the Society of Jesus, was a famous
missionary among the Indians during the French rule in
the Northwest. He was very zealous, and after much la-
bor in the missionary field rested from his labors. This
cross, however, did not mark the spot where his remains
are entombed. He was buried in the old Indian orchard
west of the cross, where the Indians had a graveyard. It
would not be amiss for the Catholics of Michigan to erect
a suitable monument to mark the spot where one of the
earliest and most devoted of the Indian missionaries in
their State now reposes.

As to the cross within the mound this side of Niles, it is
not known definitely for what it was raised. Some people
assert that it was erected over the graves of some Indians,
but of this no one is sure. It may be that it was put up by
the French soldiers, and then again it may have been
erected by the Indians, as it is the custom of those con-
genus in the United States are the American wild cat,
the Felis by their teeth and tail. The representatives of this
genus Lynx is distinguished from
its State now reposes.

Carnivora of the United States.

The mammals of America (U. S.,) are divided into the
following orders: Carnivora, often called by their English
name, Flesh-eaters; Rodentia, or Gnawers; Insectivora,
or the eaters of insects; Ruminantia, or Ruminants;
Pachydermia, or Pachyderms; Chiroptera, or bats; Marsu-
pialis, or Marsupials. I will treat only of
Carnivora, or the cat tribe, is known by its long, taper-
ning, and somewhat tufted tail. This tail is not always
rounded at the sides. Otters are aquatic, and catch fish
when disturbed, or the eaters of insects; Mammalia, or Ruminants;
Corinico, or bats; Marsupialis, or Marsupials. I will treat only of
Carnivora, from the Latin canis, flesh; caro, I devour) comprising
animals who subsist on flesh almost entirely. They prey
upon other animals, and are adapted by their teeth, claws
and simple digestive organs for this purpose. The prin-
cipal families are: Felidae, Canidae, Ursidae, and Mustelidae.
There are other families, but I will not mention them, as I
foresee that I will have neither space nor time.

The Felidae or cat family is the most rapid and dexter-
ous in movement of all the carnivora. The head is short
and broad, the teeth and claws sharp, the latter sheathed
except when in motion, and noiseless in their movements.
The genus Felis, or cat tribe, is known by its long, taper-
ing, and somewhat tufted tail. This tail is not always
rufuls, Raf., the Texas wild cat, L. maculatus, Audubon and
Bachman; and the red cat, L. fasciatus, Raf.

The Canidae or dog family comprises all digitigrade carnivora without retractile claws and with all the feet ap-
parently four-toed, the former with a rudimentary thumb-
high up. The genus Canis—wolves—"is distinguished by
the post orbital process of the frontal bone being very con-
 vex and curving downward by the circular pupil of the eye." They are gregarious, crafty, greedy and ferocious. Our
specimens are the white and gray wolf, C. griseus albus, Rich.;
the dusky wolf, C. sobrini, Say.; black wolf, C. atro, Rich.;
the red wolf, C. rufus, Aud. and Bach.; the prairie wolf, C. latrans, Say.; the domestic dog, O. familiaris, Linneaus.
It is a subject of much controversy among naturalists as
what species the dog belongs. Some say he is a wolf, others
a domestic jackal, yet some specimens resemble neither.
He is known all over the globe.

The Vulpes (Foxes) are known by their slender
head, elliptical pupil of the eye, scarcely lobed incisors,
and the post orbital process of the frontal bone bent but
little downwards, with the anterior edge turned up. There
are about nine American species. The common American
red fox, V. fulvescens, Derm.; the silver or black fox, V. fulves
ear, argenténs, Shaw; the prairie fox, V. macrouros, Baird;
the swift fox, V. velox, Aud. and Bach.; the gray fox, V.
vinigrinus, Rich.; the coast fox, V. littoralis, Baird.

ViVerrae, or Civet cat family.—I will not describe this
family, as there is only one representative of it in the United
States. It is the Civit cat, Bassariscus astutus, List., of Texas
to California.

Mustelidae, or weasel family—comprises carnivora who
have elongated and slender bodies, with five-toed planti-
grade or digitigrade feet and with a single tubercular molar
tooth only on either side of the jaw. The genus Mustela
comprises martens. They have a slender body and long
tail. The principal species of this genus are the American
sable or pine marten, M. americana, Turton, and the Fisher,
M. pennantii Ehr. Genus putorius have thirty-four
Teeth, the difference being in the premolars. The prin-
cipal species are the Least Weasel, P. pusillus, Aud. and
Bach.; and the Common Mink, P. buon, Rich. Genus
gulo have the same formula for their teeth as the mardela.
It contains the celebrated wolverine, G. luminis, Sabine.
The genus Sutra—Oppers—"are characterized by a flat head,
elongated body, short palmed feet, distinct digit, the cen-
tral longer than the exteriors ones and the tail depressed
and rounded at the sides. Otters are aquatic, and catch fish
with great dexterity. The American otter, S. canadenis,
Sab.; is about four feet and a half long, including the tail,
which is eighteen inches in length. Their fur is well known.
The California otter, S. californis, closely resembles the
former. The genus eulderra comprises the sea otter of the
Pacific coast, E. marina. It is about twice the size of the
common otter, and the fur is blackish. The genus
meioptis comprises the skunks. They are known by their
elongated body, pointed nose, fossorial feet. When disturbed
they emit an intolerable odor. Five species are known in
the United States.

Ursidae, or bear family, comprises true plantigrade car-
ivora. They are five-toed, and the toes are distinctly
separate. They comprise raccoons and bears. Genus procyon
comprises the P. sutor, Storr, and the California raccoon, P.
hermandissi, Wagler. This is larger than the common rac-
coon, P. sutor. The genus Ursus—bears—have a large, heavy
and clumsy broad head, short tail, wholly plantigrade feet.
with naked soles and long claws. The grizzly bear, *Ursus horribilis*, Ord., is the largest in the United States. It has a coarse and erect mane between the shoulders, can overtake man, and will even attack him whether he is hungry or not. It is dangerous to fight him when wounded. His claws are sometimes six inches long. The black bear, *U. americanus*, is of a uniform black or deep-brown color, hair soft and glossy. His diet is not exclusively confined to flesh. He will subsist on roots or berries, and is a lover of honey.

I have now to deal with the fossil mammalia of the United States of which there are many specimens. The *mapalagoryx* and *nylostyle* are huge extinct fossils of the sloth species. They are found in the superficial deposits of Georgia and South Carolina. The genus *mastodon* comprises extinct *paedotheres*, or thick-skinned animals, found in the superficial deposits of America. A specimen dug up at Newburgh, N.Y., is seventeen feet long to the tail, and the tusks are nearly eleven feet long. Some specimens of the genus *pekothalamus* and the allied genera of the rhinoceros are found in Nebraska. In South Carolina are found some extinct specimens of the equids, which are supposed to have been indigenous to this country. Remains of extinct camellids are found in the tertiary rock of Nebraska. The *zeuglodon*, a cetacean, seventy feet long, is a fossil which abounds in the Southern States, especially in Alabama. The question now arises, if such remains are found in this country what inference may we draw from it?

Such remains have been found, and we can safely say that America before the flood was inhabited by a strange race of animals. That the modern or post-Devonian race of animals have degenerated is another inference to be drawn from it. But these cannot be accounted for in this world. God, and God only, who is the Author of all things, wholly knows by what race of men and animals America was formerly inhabited.

---

**Art, Music and Literature.**

—The Children's Department in the *Boston Pilot* is under the charge of Mrs. J. Boyle O'Reilly.

—Señor Jaime Clark, who translated a number of Shakespeare's plays into the Spanish language, died recently in Madrid.

—The opera of "Aida" has been placed in rehearsal at the Italian's, Paris. Verdi, its composer, is daily expected in Paris.

—Charpentier has published this week the third volume of Odilon Barrot's 'Memoirs.' It is full of exceedingly curious matter.


—The first volume of the late Lord Dunraven's work on Ancient Irish Architecture has just appeared under the editorial management of Miss Stokes. Another volume is yet to come.

—Mr. Frederick May Thomas, a well-known contributor to the best London periodicals, is to make the authorized translation into the English language of Guizot's posthumous "History of England."

—Mr. Emerson's "Letters and Social Alms" is having a large sale. Although published in December, the fifth thousand was in the market before Jan. 1, and a second edition has been called for abroad.


—Doré's illustrations to Coleridge's "Ancient Mariner," which are awakening much interest in England, will be reproduced in heliotype by Jas. R. Ogood & Co., in a volume uniform with the Toschi and like works.

—Dr. C. M. Ingleby is preparing for press a volume to be entitled "Shakespeare: the Man and the Book," which will consist of a reprint, with large additions, of papers which have already appeared in periodicals and "Transactions."

—The setting by Berlioz of Shakespeare's "Much Ado About Nothing" is an opera, unlike the "Macbeth," which he conducted at the Stadt Theatre, Hamburg. When he made his appearance in the orchestra he was received with great applause, showered with flowers, and flourishes from the band. The opera was a triumphant success.

—Professor Rudolph says that he has found out that the sun is a white, hot mass, 5,000,000 miles in diameter, having a surrounding ocean of burning gas 50,000 miles deep, and tongues of flame darting upward 50,000 miles, and volcanic fire that hurls luminous matter to the height of 100,000 miles—"Exhibition."

—A new venture in England is "Footlight Favorites," a series of tinted lithographs from original drawings, by Alfred Bryan. There will be twelve monthly parts, each containing four character portraits, with biographical sketches. The first part, just ready, is devoted to Mr. Irving, Mr. Toole, Sims Reeves, and the late George Belmont.

—A MS. of the Epistles (I and II) of Clement of Rome has been discovered in the library of the Patriarch of Constantinople, containing missing portions of both Epistles. It has been edited with elaborate notes and prolegomena (in Greek) by the Metropolitan of Serrhae.

—A notable sign of the times is the establishment of Catholic scientific societies. A Catholic "Victoria Institute" has recently been founded at Brussels, with 403 members; and Polybiblion also announces that a similar society has just been founded at Rome with the promise of the "Academy of St. Thomas Aquinas," which is to "peals to "philosophers, theologians, and physicians." No historians, apparently, need apply. It seems to be "under distinguished patronage," and already reckons among its members eight cardinals, twenty archbishops, five "professors, doctors, theologians, and philosophers." Both the Academy of St. Thomas Aquinas and the Scientific Society of Brussels are to publish periodical reviews.

—A European correspondent thus writes of Strauss, the composer of dance music: "He is as nervous as a composer as he is as a director. Clad in a velvet costume, with patent-leather boots reaching to his knees, his eyes aflame, and in a fit of desperation, he goes striding through the house like a maniac. If inspiration does not come to him in the solon he clutches his paper and goes to his bedroom or to his wife's boudoir. Sometimes the waltz begins in the parlor is finished in the kitchen. Frau Strauss, who appreciates and understands her Herr finds himself he is quite at home. It was only through her influence that he was induced to undertake a dramatic work."

—On the occasion of the excavations in the rear of the Church of Notre Dame, at Paris, in order to classify the remains of carved stones piled up there, the upper part of a monolith was discovered which proved the existence of a sanitary temple called "God's Altar" or "God's House." It is certain that at a very remote period a temple of the same dedication was built.
culapius had been on the very spot where the Hotel Dieu now stands. In this temple the pagan priests pretended to cure the sick by incubation of sacred fire. At the front of the temple was a column similar to that before the temple of Epidaurus. This column was excavated in 1848, when the enclosure before the church portico was enlarged, but it does not belong to the Christian representation.

The remarkable features of the monument just discovered represent Sculpia, the god of medicine, of whom the serpent is one of the types. This rare stone was transported to the Carnavaleum Museum.

**Books and Periodicals.**

—We have received the second number of *Vick's Floral Guide* for 1876, a journal of great value for all who delight in flowers, giving it does much information with regard to the manner of their cultivation. Mr. Vick's catalogue of seeds, etc., is extensive, and we can recommend him to the consideration of our readers. His address is Rochester, N. Y.

—The March number of the *Catholic Record*, just received, is as entertaining as usual. Among the contributors are Prof. Mulrenan, M. F. Vallette, Mrs. M. M. Warde, and DeLa Salle; XI, Current Publications.

—At a festival at a Reformatory Institution, recently, a gentleman said, of the effect of intoxicating drinks: "I overcame the appetite by a recipe given to me by old Dr. Hatfield, one of those good old physicians who did not have a percentage from a neighboring druggist. The prescription is simply an orange every morning, half hour before breakfast. 'Take that,' said the Doctor, 'and you will neither want liquor nor medicine.' I have done so regularly, and I find that liquor has become repulsive. The taste of the orange is in the saliva of my tongue, and it would be as well to mix water and oil as rum with my taste."

—The Prince of Wales will soon he in Lucknow.—*The Catholic Record*.—We have received the second number of *Vick's Floral Guide* for 1876, a journal of great value for all who delight in flowers, giving it does much information with regard to the manner of their cultivation. Mr. Vick's catalogue of seeds, etc., is extensive, and we can recommend him to the consideration of our readers. His address is Rochester, N. Y.

—The March number of the *Catholic Record*, just received, is as entertaining as usual. Among the contributors are Prof. Mulrenan, M. F. Vallette, Mrs. M. M. Warde, and DeLa Salle; XI, Current Publications.

—At a festival at a Reformatory Institution, recently, a gentleman said, of the effect of intoxicating drinks: "I overcame the appetite by a recipe given to me by old Dr. Hatfield, one of those good old physicians who did not have a percentage from a neighboring druggist. The prescription is simply an orange every morning, half hour before breakfast. 'Take that,' said the Doctor, 'and you will neither want liquor nor medicine.' I have done so regularly, and I find that liquor has become repulsive. The taste of the orange is in the saliva of my tongue, and it would be as well to mix water and oil as rum with my taste."

—The Prince of Wales will soon he in Lucknow.—*The Catholic Record*.—We have received the second number of *Vick's Floral Guide* for 1876, a journal of great value for all who delight in flowers, giving it does much information with regard to the manner of their cultivation. Mr. Vick's catalogue of seeds, etc., is extensive, and we can recommend him to the consideration of our readers. His address is Rochester, N. Y.

—The March number of the *Catholic Record*, just received, is as entertaining as usual. Among the contributors are Prof. Mulrenan, M. F. Vallette, Mrs. M. M. Warde, and DeLa Salle; XI, Current Publications.
There would be far less trouble and vexation in this world were men generally to observe strictly the eleventh commandment—or, in other words, to mind their own business and let that of others alone. It seems passing strange that in this world, where everyone has enough to do during his natural life to attend to himself, some must take time to bother themselves about the affairs of others. That they are prompted to do this through motives of charity we never could believe, but are rather of the opinion that every one so interesting himself is led to meddle with the affairs of others through idle curiosity, if not through malice.

There are many ways in which one can sin against the eleventh commandment. There are those who seem filled with the desire of searching out little secrets for their own gratification, that they may indulge in idle gossip. This hurts no one save themselves. But there is another class of people who take it that they have been delegated to attend to the affairs, both spiritual and temporal, of their neighbors, and from the manner in which they discharge their supposed duties we must conclude that their call was not received from on high. We find this class of moral censors always on the look out for the little failings, or what may seem to them failings, of their neighbors, and when they have discovered any they are in nowise particular about telling the exact truth about it. If they do not expressly exaggerate the faults, they tell them in such a manner as to leave everyone under the impression that the failings mentioned may be much greater than they really are. For example, they say, with an ominous shrug or shake of the head, this one or that one did or said so-and-so—something that may not altogether be to the credit of the person, though not by any means bad in itself, yet leaving the minds of the hearers open to the inference that there are other things at the back of it that are still less creditable. At another time a party of young men that there are other things at the back of it that are still leaving the minds of the hearers open to the inference credit of the person, though not by any means bad in itself, and so,—something that may not altogether be to the

Frequently you find the busybody possessed of a very tender conscience. He has seen the faults which he himself has committed time and again, in another, and he is in duty bound to report them to the parents, guardians, or others in charge. If his conscience would tell him to first remove the beam from his own eye before he complains of the mote in his brother's, it would be more in accordance with the spirit of the Gospel. Were such gossipers to devote to their own moral improvement the time given to their neighbors,—were they to reform themselves and master their own passions before reporting or endeavoring to correct their brother's, they would be far better off. Are you a busybody? Then this article is meant for you.

The Science Lectures in Phelan Hall.

On Wednesday last Rev. Fr. Zahn concluded his series of Lectures on Chemistry, and next Wednesday we understand he will open his course of Lectures on Natural Philosophy. If the marked attention paid by the students who attended the lectures, to all that was said, and the lively interest which they manifested in the various experiments made in illustration of the facts enunciated, of laws and principles laid down in each lecture, be taken as a criterion, we think we can say unhesitatingly that they have spent their time profitably, and that they have a fair idea of the science of Chemistry and of the methods of investigation which chemists employ. Of course it is not to be expected that the whole subject could have been gone over during a short course of lectures, but we do know that the most interesting parts were studied, and that these were profusely illustrated by appropriate and even brilliant experiments. The ensuing series of Lectures we expect to be even more interesting, both by reason of the subject-matter of which they will treat and the experiments which will undoubtedly be made. Chemistry is an attractive study, notwithstanding the fact that it is usually regarded as very dry and difficult; but Natural Philosophy seems to be a favorite branch of science with every one. Whether this arises from an intrinsic interest which attaches to it, the practical utility of its teaching, the mysterious forces of which it treats, or the clear explanation it affords of various phenomena of daily occurrence—phenomena observed by every one, but the causes of which the observers remain in ignorance of, unless enlightened by the science of Physics—we cannot say. Of one thing, however, we are certain: that if it is a source of pleasure merely to read a treatise on Natural Philosophy, the pleasure is enhanced tenfold when the facts and phenomena which it considers are studied in the light of experiment. More than this, the knowledge thereby acquired is more accurate and satisfactory. If to see and feel be not necessary to convince, we demand at least for satisfaction's sake the exercise of the senses of sight and touch when pursuing the Natural and Physical Sciences. The series of Lectures on Physics will, as we have learned, consist of one lecture on Pneumatics, in which the air-pump, its accessories, and the various apparatuses employed in showing the physical properties of the atmosphere, will be brought into requisition during the
course of the experiments; one on Light; one on Static Electricity; one on Magnetism; and one finally on Galvanism, in which our young telegraphists should be particularly interested, as they will have an opportunity of learning what science teaches about their wonderful art.

The last lecture was on “The Atmosphere and what it Contains.” Air is but a mechanical mixture consisting for the most part of oxygen, nitrogen and carbonic acid. The lecturer showed the process we have of obtaining nitrogen from air by means of phosphorus and by burning the oxygen out of a confined portion of it. He then explained the properties of nitrogen, its occurrence in nature, and also spoke of some of its well-known compounds. He explained the properties of carbonic dioxide—showed its diffusion in air, notwithstanding its great heaviness; and also stated that it was neither a supporter of combustion nor of respiration. The lecturer next showed by experiment the great source of carbonic dioxide, namely the burning of carbon in oxygen or air. He also mentioned that it is produced in all combustion, in respiration, fermentation, putrefaction, and in decay of animal and vegetable matter. As the hour was growing late, the Rev. lecturer was obliged to bring his entertaining discourse to an end, after kindly thanking his audience for their attention to the course of lectures, and expressing the wish to see all present, and many more, at the first lecture of the course on Physics.

We are sure that those who attended the course of Lectures on Chemistry will not fail to attend the one to be inaugurated next week; and others also who have not attended hitherto—those particularly who expect to remain but a short time at college—will hasten to avail themselves of the splendid opportunity now offered them of learning something of the interesting and practical science of Chemistry.

———

Personal.

—Mr. Scott, of Burlington, Iowa, was at the College on Wednesday last.

—Rev. Frs. O’Connell and Frère took a trip to Elkhart on Wednesday last.

—James Cummey, of ’75, is in the office of the County Recorder, Chicago, Ill.

—J. O’Connor, of ’83, is in the wholesale liquor business at 7 Water St., Chicago.

—We are happy to state that Rev. Fr. Maher has recovered from his recent illness.

—William Hoyne, of ’69, is associate editor on Pomey’s Democrat, Chicago, Ill.

—James Taylor, of ’73, is clerking for the Western News Company, Chicago, Ill.

—W. Beecher, of ’72, is Indexing Clerk in the County Recorder’s Office, Chicago, Ill.

—Hon. Thomas Corcoran, of ’65, was one of the orators on St. Patrick’s Day in Cincinnati, Ohio.

—Rev. P. P. Cooney arrived home from Monroe, Mich., where he has been preaching, on the 24th.

—Joseph Fliey, erstwhile connected with the Scholastic, is now a reporter on the Chicago Inter-Ocean.

—Phillip Cochrane is on a trip to Panama, [so they write us; but we have heard of such things before.]

—Reports from Watertown, Wis., inform us that Rev. Fr. Corby is in excellent health, and that everything is prospering at the College.

—H. J. Gillen, of ’83, has opened a double store at Ottawa and Marseilles, Ill., and is the leading merchant of both cities.

—H. V. Hayes, of ’74, has returned from his Arkansas trip, and is in the real-estate business with his father near the corner of Randolph and Lasselle Streets, Chicago.

—Among the speakers on St. Patrick’s Day in Elgin, Ill., were Daniel E. Maloney, of ’74, and Jeremiah Sullivan, of ’71. The speech of Mr. Maloney has been praised very highly.

—A couple of items mentioning the visit of Mr. W. L. Ross, of the firm of Richards, Shaw, Fitich & Winslow, Chicago, and Mr. F. Rollin, of Elkhart, on St. Patrick’s Day, were mislaid last week.

—John Hogan, of ’73, received the degree of Doctor of Medicine from the Chicago Medical College on the 21st last. He leaves for Europe in a few weeks, to continue his studies. Success to him.

—T. A. Dailey, of ’75, gave us a call on the 23th, previous to his departure from South Bend. He has some intention of going into the newspaper business in a neighboring city. If he does, we know that the paper will have an able editor, and in this all our readers who remember his sprightly articles in the Scholastic in former years, will concur with us.

—Rt. Rev. Bishop Dwenger, of Port Wayne, left Notre Dame for his episcopal residence on Tuesday last. The Rt. Rev. gentleman was in excellent health, and enjoyed his visit to the College. The labors of the diocese are quite severe, and would tire out anyone less strong and zealous than he. We hope that whenever he can withdraw himself from the cares of his See he will come again to Notre Dame.

———

Local Items.

—Week after next is Holy Week.

—Bulletins next week. Look out!

—Two more weeks, and Lent will be over.

—The snow has prevented all life on the Campus.

—Not a single student in the Infirmary on Wednesday!

—Work was recently done on the Junior recreation hall.

—The German Class lately organized is quite successful.

—We hope that we have seen the last snow-storm of the winter.

—To-day is the patronal feast of——many person’s about here.

—To-morrow is Passion Sunday, and one week after is Palm Sunday.

—The Scientific Department is larger this year than in any former one.

—Mose says Washington was not the first man that discovered America.

—Desks for the High Commercial Department will soon be placed in the recitation room.

—Perhaps there was an eclipse of the sun on Saturday last, but the clouds wouldn’t let us see it.

—The old pulpit has been greatly improved, and now graces the little lecture room in the Novitiate.

—To whom it may concern—The Rochester Democrat says that infants should not use tobacco in any form.

—It is our intention shortly to publish a collection of the bad jokes which have been inflicted on us the week past.

—The heaviest snow-storm of the winter occurred on the 28th, and yet there was a game of baseball on the 27th!

—The members of the Archconfraternity of the Immaculate Conception had a very pleasant time on Wednesday last.

—Quite a number of snow-men were to be seen on the Campus at the beginning of the week. Emery’s was the best.

—A number of the classes have been visited lately by the Rev. President who was highly pleased with what he saw and heard.

—The altar in the Novitiate chapel is being greatly improved.
—The game of Dog and Deer took the place of base­
ball last Wednesday in the Junior Department. One foot
of snow on the level.

—Why do they call Geography “Jolly G?” For our
part we can’t see that it is any jollier than Geography, Ge­
ometry, Grammar, or any other G.

—It was amusing to see the Juniors pass through the
snowdrift that collected between the play-hall and the Col­
gle. Some of them were waist deep.

—We were shown a crayon sketch representing the
transfer of passengers from the Amérique to the Veille de
Brest, which took place in December last.

—For accurate and tender delineation of peasant life in
Germany, we frankly say that we lean on Auerbach. This,
of course, need not prevent you from leaning on your
back.

—We would again advise students to procure copies of
the Office of Holy Week published by the Catholic Pub­
lication Society, as it contains all the offices, both in Latin
and English.

—March came in like a lion, but what kind of a lamb
did he go out like? His frose was white as snow, but had
it any特性 of the special characters etc., of Mary’s lamb?
Was it not rather the fierce “lamm” of the pagulists?

—The 1st game for the Excursion grounds, between the
Centenials and Actives, was played on the 27th of March.
The latter were defeated by a score of 23 to 7. Uripre, J.
O’Connell, C. J. Clarke and M. Kaufmann.

—At St. Michael’s College, Oregon, the students pub­
lish a paper called the Archangel. This is the only paper issued
from a Catholic college west of the Mississippi River. We
hope, with the Editors, that the paper may grow and pros­
per.

—Three bound volumes of last year’s SCHOLASTIC are
for sale at the Students’ Office. These three are the only
one left of Volume VIII, so that it would be well for any
one wanting that volume to apply at once. The price per
volume is $3.00.

—During Holy Week the first lamentation each night of
the Tenebrae, as in former years, will be sung by four voices.
The Passion will be sung on Palm Sunday and Good Fri­
day by three deacons. The part of the rabble will be
taken by the full choir.

—a French theologian who is also a skilful mathematici­
ian has made a calculation of the solid contents of the
heavenly Jerusalem, from the dimensions given in the
21st chapter of the Apocalypse. “Jerusalem, my happy
home, how do I cipher thee?”

—a French lady who was so remarkable in her her­
young life for a taste for Geometry, that she was known as
Hents the Theorem” by her fellow-students. Some say
it was to this lady the officers of the Union army alluded
when they entered Richmond, exclaiming: “Cary Lee
hence."

—The 19th regular meeting of the Columbian Literary
and Debating Club was held March 19th. A vote of thanks
was tendered to Bro. Suan for favors received, and to the
young gentlemen who assisted at the entertainment. Mr.
Cooney read a criticism on the proceedings of the pre­
vious meeting.

—“Does it make you feel a little buxom?” asked a young
lady of her aunt, referring to the exhilarating character of the
atmosphere. “Oh no, my dear,” replied the aunt, dread­fully shocked, “we must never let a tran­
sient exuberance of the animal spirits lead us to lay aside
our feminine instincts so completely as that.”

—Signor Gregori has executed another picture, forming
part of his series of magnificent paintings of the Way of the
Cross. This last painting is declared by all who have seen it to be far superior to his other paintings in this series.
When the fourteen pictures shall have been painted they
will form a series of paintings of which any church might
be proud.

—We expect a Lecture from Prof. T. E. Howard in a
short time. His subject will be “Planetary Nebulae.”
He will be, shortly afterwards, followed by Rev. T. E.
Walsh, whose subject will be “The Temporal Power of the
Pope.” This will be the second last lecture of the season.
The course will be closed by Prof. O. M. Schnurrer, who
will speak in German.

—On Sunday last the Thespians sat down to groaning
tables in the University Refectory. Among the invited
guests were the officers of the St. Cecilia Philomathian,
the Columbian, the St. Aloysius Philodemic, the St. Stan­
lians Philophilanth, and other societies. A few remarks
were made at the close by Rev. President Colvin. It
was a very enjoyable affair.

—The 26th regular meeting of the St. Cecilia Philomo­
thesian Association was held on Tuesday, March 26th, in
their society room. The debate, “Ought Prohibitory Liquor­
Laws to be Enacted?” was the first part of the exercises of
the evening. The debaters were E. Arnold, J. French,
W. Reoille and A. Ryan. Declarations were delivered by

—The 3d regular meeting of the St. Boniface German
Literary Association was held on Wednesday, the 29th last,
Bro. Philip Xuri presiding. Selections were read by Messrs.
Otte, Kreutzer, Conolly, Neidhardt, Devero, Rob­
erson and Dehner. Four new members were elected;
the time of meeting changed to Sunday, 7 o’clock, P. M.;
and a time set to initiate the harmonie exercises.

—The 18th regular meeting of the St. Stanislaus Philo­
patrons was held March 31th. The following de limed:
Masters Halar, Irvine, Hoffman, C. Hagan, C. Walsh,
Sweeney, D. Nelson, Taulby, Corbin, P. X. Goldsberry,
Colly, F. C. Reoille, T. A. McCall, and Mr. Whiten.

—The 7th regular meeting of the Archconfraternity of
the Immaculate Conception was held March 30th.
At this meeting Messrs. Clarke, Davenport, J. Perea,
Irvine, Collins, Ryan, Reeoille and Riopelle were elected
members of the association. Remarks from the chair, and the
meeting adjourned. Since March 6th the association has
increased to the number of fifty-three members, and bids
fair to ougrow anything in the University.

—the lectures on Christian Doctrine in the two large
Stud-Halls, every Sunday and Wednesday, are listened to
with great interest by all present. It has been the grand
object of the two reverend lecturers to make their mes­
SARES as interesting as possible, and in this they have fully
succeeded. The answers given at the recitation are
highly satisfactory, and show that the young gentlemen im­
prove by what they hear.

—the cold weather which we have had ever since the
16th of March, is only a confirmation of the remarkable pre­
dictions published in the SCHOLASTIC, at the time of the
preparations made for a severe winter last November.
The fact that the double door was taken down from the
front of the College explains the present cold spell, and if
the double windows were only removed, we might expect a
sufficient lapse of time to last all summer.

—We have asked frequently that the person having in
his possession the first volume of “The Ages of Faith,” be­
longing to the Presidency Library, return the same. We
once more make the request. Although it has been missing
for more than a year, or two, we feel confident that it is some
where about the place. Will not those in charge of the
books at the different houses about Notre Dame and St.
Mary’s see if it is in their possession? These volumes are
extremely valuable, and it is not right to break up the
set in the Library.

—On Saturday last, the Feast of the Annunciation, Sol­
man Pontifical High Mass was sung in the Church of Our
Lady of the Sacred Heart, Notre Dame, by the Rt. Rev.
Dr. Dwenger, Bishop of Fort Wayne. He was assisted as
follows: Assistant Priest, Rev. A. Lounge; Deacons of
Honor, Rev. P. J. Colvin and J. Freeman; Deacon of
the Mass, Rev. John A. O’Connell; and Sub-deacon, Rev.
D. E. Hudson. During the Mass, Minor Orders were con­
ferred on Messrs. E. Walsh, W. Connolly, A. Kirsch,
M. P. Fellize, and N. Stooffl. Messrs. C. Kelly, P. Fran­
ciscus, and V. Chessewski, were ordained Subdeacons.
The sermon was preached by Rev. P. F. Cooney.

—About one hundred hunters from this and Elkhart
counties and Michigan, congregated at the big marsh, northeast of Mishawaka, on a wolf hunt. The marsh was corrallled and closed in upon until a wolf was started, which Samuel H. Zehle, of Harrisville, had shot. He was allowed the honor of shooting.—South Bend Register, March 30th.

That wolf hasn't let up running through the county press yet. The editor of the Herald started it, regardless of the beautiful failure we used to read in childhood's sunny ears, about the shepherd boy that used to cry "Wolf! wolf!" when there was no wolf. And now comes the Register, eight days after the Herald had found out its mistake, and eight after the Scholastic had exposed it! Keep the wolf running, boys!

—We are happy to announce that by a "Decree" of the Sacred Congregation "De Propaganda Fide," dated February 27th, 1876, the Rev. P. P. Cooney, C.S.C., has been appointed to the office of "Misionario Apostolico." To this office many extraordinary faculties are attached, as specified in the "Decree"—for his greater efficiency in the discharge of his missionary duties. Very Rev. E. Sorin, our Superior General, who sends the "Decree," says, in writing from Rome to Father Cooney,—"I feel happy to inform you of your promotion to the title of Missionary Apostolic. This favor is looked upon here as an extraordinary proof of kind benevolence on the part of His Holiness. It is well worth a religious presentation at Notre Dame.

—On the evening of the 25th of March the Chicago ex-students of Notre Dame, or rather a great number of them, had a reunion at the home of D. and J. Hogan, of 78, on East Randolph Street, on account of the occasion of Mr. John Hogan's taking the degree of Doctor of Medicine from the Chicago Medical College. The reunion was very pleasant, and the hosts did everything to make things pass off agreeably. Dr. Hogan does not intend beginning the practice of medicine immediately, but will leave for Europe, in the course of a few weeks, for the purpose of further prosecuting his studies. Having passed brilliantly at Notre Dame and at the Chicago Medical College, we trust that he may continue to do so in whatever European College he may enter.

—Rev. President Colorin, of Notre Dame, on Friday had his hands pretty full. At 8 o'clock a.m., the Faculty waited on him, and through their representative, Prof. Ivers, tendered to him their congratulations and also words of encouragement to go on in his present endeavors to make Notre Dame still more worthy of public patronage. To this address he responded in eloquent terms; then he preached a magnificent sermon in the new church; after this, he responded to the Faculty; and in the evening delivered a lecture in Niles. Taking the weather into account, if that lecture did not pass off agreeably. Dr. Hogan does not intend beginning the practice of medicine immediately, but will leave for Europe, in the course of a few weeks, for the purpose of further pursuing his studies. Having passed brilliantly at Notre Dame and at the Chicago Medical College, we trust that he may continue to do so in whatever European College he may enter.

—We are happy to announce that by a "Decree" of the Sacred Congregation "De Propaganda Fide," dated February 27th, 1876, the Rev. P. P. Cooney, C.S.C., has been appointed to the office of "Missionario Apostolico." To this office many extraordinary faculties are attached, as specified in the "Decree"—for his greater efficiency in the discharge of his missionary duties. Very Rev. E. Sorin, our Superior General, who sends the "Decree," says, in writing from Rome to Father Cooney,—"I feel happy to inform you of your promotion to the title of Missionary Apostolic. This favor is looked upon here as an extraordinary proof of kind benevolence on the part of His Holiness. It is well worth a religious presentation at Notre Dame.

—On the evening of the 25th the Senior hall was the scene of considerable merriment, occasioned by the celebration of the third anniversary of the Columbian Literary and Dramatic Society. Declamations and orations were delivered, and toasts were given by all of the members. The programme was interspersed with frequent calisthenic exercises. Instrumental and vocal music lent their charms also. At the close, B Norbert expressed himself on behalf of the other Prefects as well pleased with the conduct of the Columbians during their rehearsals. He hoped that each succeeding year would bring as many laurels to the Club's crown of glory as the present, and that when they parted in June they would bid adieu to one another with the kindest remembrance of all at Notre Dame.

—From an esteemed friend at St. Joseph's College, Munrncome, N. B., we received a copy of the following address, presented to a distinguished young gentleman, on the occasion of his departure from that college after a stay of a few days: "MORE ECCENTRICS AND QUEERULOUS CLASS-MATE:—Overcome by uncontrollable emotion and involuntary expression of the highly deplorable and ever-to-be lamented tribulation that awaits us. We refer to your contemplated departure from our midst, a report of which has recently obtained extensive circulation, which report you have corroborated as indisputably authentic. We would certainly display phlegmatic and barbarous indifference could we hear with composure of your determination to abandon thissplendid field which we had fondly, nay too fondly, hoped would be the scene of your labors, your profound researches in philological science, and assured literary triumph. True, some evil disposed may be inclined to misinterpret the spirited and manly character of the human species has insinuated, and, indeed, openly avowed and proclaimed, that you have not enough sense to last a crazy man till breakfast-time, but this we reject as a malicious falsehood, insane as much as we are to him only certain that you have not, as is intimated, escaped from any abode of demeant mortality. And although we deeply bewail the irremediable disaster—your predominantly characteristic—that deprives us of a cherished and illustrious associate, we humbly bow to the inexorable decrees of fate—although those decrees lacerate the most tender and affectionate ties of human friendship. We deeply and sincerely regret that nature has so deeply imbedded you with perambulating propensities and cosmopolitan predilections as to render a longer sojourn in this sequestered locality utterly unbearable. Adieu, demented monument of tradition; may hyperborean sapphry swiftly waft thee to thy native land. May thy harmonious cognates survive the dissolution of that land, and resound from pole to pole, till the last sands of time drop silently into the engulfing abyss of eternity."

Roll of Honor.

Senior Department.


Junior Department.


Minim Department.


Class Honors.

For the week ending Thursday, March 30, 1876.

Collegiate Course.

Senior Year.—F. Devoto, E. S. Monohan, J. J. Giffen, B. L. Evans, H. L. Dehner, E. Graves, J. Caren.


Freshman Year.—A. Hertzog, J. Campbell, R. McGrath, J. Cavanagh.

Minim Department.


—A Detroit boy paid his first visit to one of the union schools, the other day, as a spectator. The boy had no home at night, his mother instructed: "Well, Henry, how do you like going to school?" "Bully," he replied, in an excited voice. "I saw four boys licked, one girl get her ear pulled, and a big scholar burned his elbow on the stove! I don't want to miss a day."—Ulica Herald.
Saint Mary's Academy.

FRIEND SCHOLASTIC:—This week we have several very pleasant events to chronicle. First in order of time comes the celebration of the feast-day of the Prefect of Studies. The whole affair was well gotten up and afforded much pleasure to the young people, while their elders were delighted to witness the affectionate gratitude manifested by the pupils for their kindness and devotion. The good taste and skill exhibited in the selection and rendition of the dramas, music, recitations, and tableau vivant, with which the entertainment was happily varied. The programme will be given below. The "Province of Friendship" is a very interesting little drama, containing admirable lessons which it will be profitable for all to remember.

The comic opera of "The Naughty Kittens" was performed by the Minims, who certainly showed a full appreciation of the importance of their roles, and, of course, caused even the gravest of the audience to smile. The tableau was from the Art Department, and therefore highly artistic. The contributions from the Conservatory of Music were given in excellent style. Those who represented the French and German Classes did credit to their teachers and themselves. The Juniors' Apology for "Tiot" was very spicy. We presume that they are holding themselves in reserve for the grand and joyous welcome in store for the now absent Superiors. A number of guests honored the Entertainment by their presence, among whom were the Rev. President of Notre Dame University and six other Rev. gentlemen. The visit of the Rt. Rev. Bishop was the freest of this week. The pupils had the honor of listening to a very interesting and instructive discourse from him, and all were delighted to hear his words of wisdom and fatherly counsel. One of the Senior pupils read a graceful address to the Right Rev. Bishop; but the Minims claimed their usual privilege of entertaining him by rehearsing all the amusing plays they could remember. Certainly these little people are highly privileged, for the highest dignitaries make the Minims their special favorites. The snow-storm of to-day is a magnificent affair to look at—provided one is in a warm room. The children are anticipating lively times sledding and snowballing, for they may now enjoy the pastime without suffering from the cold. No more at present from Yours Truly.

PROGRAMME.

Entrance Music, "Requiem aeternam"... Gottschalk
Misses M. and H. Julius
Chorus... 
"Adirondack"... Moise
Salutatory from Senior Department... K. Joyce
Address from Rosary Society... A. Clarke
Tarentelle... S. Mills
French Address... A. Dennehey
Scene and Air... "II Trouvatore"... B. Spencer, Accompanied by H. Foote
German Address... E. Dennehey
Address from the Junior Department... B. Wilson
Air and Variations... H. Footo, Accompanied by B. Spencer.

Original Drama in Two Acts.

ACT FIRST.

Annie—Seamstress... M. Faxon
Annie Rose—Graduate... L. Arnold
Alice Marquette... E. Dennehey
Guardian of Time... F. Dilger
Genius of the World... A. Clarke
Meg... E. Cannon
Song "Little Naples, Peasant Girl!"... A. Kirchner

ACT SECOND.

Floy... M. Riley
Louise... K. Joyce
Ellen... A. Walsh

For Politeness, Neatness, Order, Amiability, Correct Department and Strict Observance of Rules, the following young ladies are enrolled on the Tablet of Honor.

SENIOR DEPARTMENT.


JUNIOR DEPARTMENT.


MINIM DEPARTMENT.


HONORABLY MENTIONED FOR IMPROVEMENT IN ENGLISH LESSONS.


THOMAS B. CLIFFORD, (Of the Class of '62)
ATTORNEY AT LAW, NOTARY PUBLIC, AND
COMMISSIONER FOR ALL STATES.

206 BROADWAY (Cor. Fulton), NEW YORK.

Special Attention Given to Depositions.
M. Livingston & Co.,

ARE THE
Leading Merchant Tailors in South Bend

They Have the Best Cutter in the City,
and make suits in the latest styles at the lowest prices. Their stock of Clothing, Cloths, Cassimeres, Vestings, and Gents' Furnishing Goods, is the largest and most complete, and comprises all the new styles. Satisfaction guaranteed on all goods.

REMEMBER THE PLACE.
94 MICHIGAN St., SOUTH BEND, IND.

McDONALD,
THE PHOTOGRAPHER,
is still at his
OLD STAND ON MICHIGAN STREET.

FOR SALE.
In the immediate vicinity of Notre Dame, and very conveniently located in regard to Church and Markets, a very desirable property consisting of three large enclosed lots, a good two story frame house, well arranged and finished, good stable, carriage shed, coal-house, young trees, grapes, shrubbery, etc., will be sold at reasonable figures to a good buyer. For further information, address P. O. Box 35, Notre Dame, Ind.

"STANDARD" ORGAN
IS ACKNOWLEDGED BY THOSE ACQUAINTED WITH ITS CONSPICUOUS MERITS TO BE THE MOST SUCCESSFUL REED ORGAN NOW IN THE MARKET. THE UNAPPROACHABLE ELEGANCE OF ITS DESIGNS FOR CASES AND ITS PERFECTION OF TONE AND GENERAL MECHANISM, COMBINED WITH THE POPULAR PRICES AT WHICH IT IS SOLD, ARE UNANSWERABLE ARGUMENTS IN ITS FAVOR. EVERY ORGAN GUARANTEED. PRICE LISTS AND CATALOGUES FREE.

ROOT & SONS MUSIC CO.
CHICAGO.

Go to HENRY HELLER,
THE CHAMPION
Barber and Hair-Dresser,
87 MICHIGAN ST.
Work done to satisfaction. Give me a call.

THE BEST

School Music Books.

HIGH SCHOOL CHOIR. An admirably arranged book for Academies, Seminaries, and High Schools. Songs in 2, 3 and 4 parts. $1.00.

CHOICE TRIOS. For 3 Female voices. Full of the best of fine music for Seminaries. $1.00.

AMERICAN SCHOOL MUSIC READERS
in 3 books, 35 cts., 50 cts., and 50 cts. Find graded course for Primary and Grammar Schools. All the preceding works are compilations of those thorough teachers and composers, L. O. Emerson and W. S. Tilden.

CHEERFUL VOICES. A very popular collection of School Songs. 50 cts.

National Hymn & Tune Book,

(40 cts.) Contains the best collection of Sacred Music extant for opening and closing schools.

We also call attention to those excellent collections of School Songs: "Merry Chimes," "Golden Wreath," "Nightmeal," and "Golden Robin," each 50 cts.; to "Deems' Solfeggios," "Passeron's A B C," Perkins' Orphean, "Hour of Singing," all for the higher schools, Mason's great Music Charts, $3, and Dr. Streeter's treatise on "Primary Elements, 60 cts.

Successful Music Books.

GETZE'S SCHOOL FOR PARLOUR ORGAN!
It is already in the hands of 30,000 learners and players on Reed Organs, and deserves this and greater success. Contains 176 graded lessons, including nearly 50 agreeable Pieces, a dozen Songs, and 25 short Voluntaries. $2.50.

CENTENNIAL COLL. for Old Folks Concerts. New. 40 cts.

BELLAK'S ANALYTICAL METHOD FOR PIANOFORTE.
As the very first instruction book, (for the first 3 months on the Piano), nothing could be better. Very easy pieces, nicely fingered and graded. Does away, mostly, with the dryness and drudgery of the first quarter. In Paper, 75 c.

Grems of English Song.
A large, elegant collection of Choice Songs, with Piano or Reed Organ accompaniment. 228 pages, Sheet Music size. $2.50 in Boards; $2.00 in Cloth.

All books sent by mail, post-free, for retail price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO.
BOSTON.

J. E. DITSON & CO., CHAS. H. DITSON & CO.
Successors to Lee & Walker, 711 Broadway, N.Y. NEW YORK.

Lyons & Healy, Chicago.
CHICAGO, ALTON AND ST. LOUIS AND CHICAGO, KANSAS CITY AND DENVER SHORT LINES.

Union Depot, West side, near Madison street bridge; Ticket offices at depot and 122 Randolph street.

Kansas City and Denver Express via Junction, Illinois, and Louisiana, Mo. . . . 5 10 p.m. 13 00 p.m.
Springfield and St. Louis Ex. via Main Line... 5 00 p.m. 9 30 a.m.
Springfield, St. Louis and Texas Fast Ex. via Main Line... 7 30 a.m. 9 40 a.m.

Night Express.. 10 45 p.m. 2 30 a.m.

Bar. Day Express.. 9 45 p.m. 12 00 p.m.

Pears Day Express.. 10 00 a.m. 1 00 p.m.

Chicago and Paducah Railroad Express... 7 50 a.m. 9 30 a.m.
Streator, Wenona, Lacon and Washington Ex. 10 10 p.m. 12 00 p.m.
Joliet Accommodation... 9 30 a.m. 4 30 p.m.


Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific

Through trains are run to Leavenworth and Atchison, connecting with trains for all points in Kansas and Southern Missouri. This is acknowledged by the travelling public to be the Great Overland Route to California.

Two express trains leave Chicago daily from depot, corner Van Buren and Sherman streets, as follows:

Leave. Arrive.

Omaha, Leavenworth and Atchison Express. . 9 45 a.m. 4 00 p.m.

Poria accommodation. ....... 5 00 p.m. 9 30 a.m.

Night Washington... 10 30 p.m. 5 30 a.m.


CONDENSED TIME TABLE.

NOVEMBER, 1875.

TRAINS LEAVE CHICAGO DEPOT, Cor. Canal and Madison Sts. (West Side)

On arrival of trains from North and Southwest.

3 Trains with Through Cars to NEW YORK.

No. 2. No. 6. No. 4.


Lv. CHICAGO. 9 00 a.m. 5 15 p.m. 10 00 p.m.

Ar. FT. WAYNE. 9 25 p.m. 11 35 " 5 30 a.m.

Rochester. 1 18 " 11 15 " 5 30 "

Pittsburgh. 1 30 " 3 00 " 5 30 "

Lv. Pittsburgh. 3 10 " 1 15 " 8 10 "

Ar. Cresson. 5 45 " 5 45 " 8 10 "

Harrisburg. 5 45 " 11 15 " 8 10 "

Baltimore. 6 55 " 3 15 a.m. 7 45 "

Philadelphia. 8 15 " 3 15 " 8 45 "

New York. 7 35 " 6 00 " 11 15 "

New Haven. 11 30 " 10 40 " 3 30 p.m.

Hartford. 12 40 a.m. 12 30 " 5 55 "

Springfield. 1 55 " 1 00 p.m. 7 03 "

Providence. 4 55 " 3 " 7 40 "

Boston. 5 50 " 4 50 " 8 05 "

THIS IS THE ONLY LINE

That runs the celebrated PULLMAN PALACE CARS from Chicago to Baltimore, Washington City, Philadelphia and New York without change. Through tickets for sale at all principal ticket offices at the lowest current rates.

P. R. MYERS, Gen. P. & T. A.

THE OLD RELIABLE

Dwight House,

South Bend, Ind.

Messrs. Knight and Mills have become managers of the above reliable and popular house, renovated, repaired and furnished it with new, cretonne furniture. The travelling public may rely on finding the best accommodation.

JERRY KNIGHT, CAPTAIN MILLS, Proprietors.

P. SHICKLEY, PROPRIETOR OF

NOTRE DAME AND ST. MARY'S 'BUS LINE!

Whilst I return my thanks to the patrons of Notre Dame and St. Mary's, I beg leave to inform the public that I have, at the urgent request of many of my patrons, purchased several new carriages and buggies, and moved into the living-stable attached to the National Hotel, and adjacent to the Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Depot.

Now, that telegraphic communication has been made between Notre Dame and my office, through the Michigan Southern Depot, I shall be prompt to have passengers in time to meet all trains.

For my attention to the patrons of Notre Dame and St. Mary's, I refer, by permission, to the Superior of both institutions.

L. S. & M. S. RAILWAY.

On and after Sunday, Nov. 21, 1875, trains will leave South Bend as follows:

GOING EAST.

2 40 a.m. Night Express, over Main Line, arrives at Toledo 10 30; Cleveland 3 p.m.; Buffalo 8 15.

10 12 a.m., over Main Line, arrives at Toledo 6 33; Cleveland 10 30.

11 55 a.m., Special New York Express, over Air Line; arrives at Toledo 5 50; Cleveland 10 10; Buffalo 4 05 a.m.

1 12 p.m., Atlantic Express, over Air Line. Arrives at Toledo, 2 40; Cleveland, 7 55; Buffalo, 1 10 p.m.

2 53 p.m., Toledo Express, Main Line. Arrives at Toledo, 2 30; Cleveland 10 55 a.m., Buffalo 7 p.m.

4 40 p.m., Local Freight.

GOING WEST.

2 40 a.m. Express. Arrives at Laporte 4 15 p.m., Chicago 6 20 a.m., Pacific Express. Arrives at Laporte 6 45; Chicago, 8 30 a.m.

3 p.m., Evening Express. Arrives at Laporte 5 15; Chicago, 6 30; Special Chicago Express. Arrives at Laporte 5 45.

L. S. CARY, Gen'l Ticket Agent, Cleveland.

CHARLES PAINE, Gen's. Supt.

Michigan Central Railway

Time Table—November 21, 1875.

Lv. Chicago. . . . 5 00 a.m. 9 00 a.m. 1 00 p.m. 7 00 a.m. 5 30 p.m. 9 00 p.m.

Ar. Mich. City. 6 25 " 11 05 " 6 25 " 7 45 " 11 05 "

Jackson. 2 30 a.m. 6 45 a.m. 10 30 a.m. 4 00 a.m. 8 40 a.m.

Detroit. 4 45 " 6 30 " 10 15 " 3 00 "

Lv. Detroit. . . . 7 00 a.m. 9 30 a.m. 4 00 p.m. 5 30 " 9 00 "

Jackson. 7 25 " 11 15 " 6 25 " 7 45 " 11 15 "

Ar. Michigan. 9 00 a.m. 1 00 a.m. 3 00 " 6 30 " 11 00 "

Ar. Chicago. 7 35 " 1 00 p.m. 10 30 " 6 00 " 11 00 "

Niles and South Bend Division.

GOING NORTH.

Lv. South Bend—8 15 a.m. 7 15 a.m. 9 06 a.m. 7 06 p.m. 5 00 "

Nore. Notre Dame—8 25 " 7 30 " 9 06 " 7 07 "

Ar. Niles. 9 00 " 6 45 " 9 00 "

GOING SOUTH.

Lv. Niles. . . . 6 30 a.m. 4 30 a.m. 8 00 a.m. 5 30 a.m. 9 00 a.m.

Ar. Notre Dame—7 07 " 4 30 " 7 07 " 4 30 "

Ar. South Bend—7 35 " 4 30 " 7 35 " 4 30 "

*Sunday exception. **Daily. ***Saturday and Sunday excepted.

G. L. EXNOR, WM. B. BENDY, Agents, South Bend, Gen'l Sup't, Chicago, HENRY C. WESTCOTT, G. P. & T. A., Chicago.

B. CLEISTINE, Ticket Agent, Notre Dame.
JANSEN, McCLURG & CO.,
Importers and Dealers in Fine
Books and Stationery,
117 AND 119 STATE STREET,
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

EDWARD BUYSSE
DEALER IN
Watches, Clocks, AND
JEWELRY.
All Kinds of Engraving Done.
SOUTH BEND, INDIANA.

ST. JOSEPH HOTEL,
Opposite the Post Office,
SOUTH BEND, INDIANA.
Rates, $3.00 Per Day.
JOHN G. GREENAWALT, PROPRIETOR.

PIANOS!
"THE STECK"
WAS AWARDED THE ONLY GOLD MEDAL AT VIENNA EXPOSITION OF 1873, BY THE MOST EXACTING AND INCORRUPTIBLE JURY EVER CONVENEDED AND IN THE FACE OF THE MOST POWERFUL COMPETITION. THESE PIANOS ARE UNEXCELLED IN POWER AND PURITY OF TONE AND PERFECTION OF GENERAL MECHANISM, WHILE IN POINT OF DURABILITY THEY ABSOLUTELY SURPASS ALL OTHERS.
GEN'L AGENTS IN CHICAGO—THE ROOT & SONS MUSIC CO.

The Naturalists' Agency
Has been established at 3725 Lancaster Avenue, Philadelphia, for the purpose of giving collectors of specimens of Natural History an opportunity of buying and selling minerals, fossils, shells, birds, plants, &c., &c. Nearly all the collectors in America, and many of those in Europe, will visit this city during 1876, so that this will be the best opportunity ever offered for disposing of and purchasing specimens. My store-rooms are within ten minutes' walk of the Centennial grounds, on the line of the Chestnut-street cars. I shall also have a branch within one minute's walk of the main building. I have already in stock over $30,000 worth of specimens, including the finest specimens ever found of Amazon stone, brookite or arkansite, perofskite, nigrin, green wavellite, peganite, telurium ores, feldspar, albite, petrified wood, smoky quartz; the birds and animals peculiar to the Rocky Mountains &c., &c. I have spent nearly $7,000 during the past year in the collection and purchase of specimens. Special attention given to collections for schools and colleges. Correspondence solicited, with those wishing to buy or sell specimens, at an early date, as an illustrated catalogue will be issued before the 1st of May. I refer to Prof. GEO. J. BRUSH, Dr. JOSEPH LEIDY, Prof. ASA GRAY, Prof. J. S. NEWBURY.
A. E. FOOTE, M. D., Fellow of the A. A. A. S., Prof. Chemistry and Mineralogy.

C. H. SHEERER,
Hats, Caps and Furs, TRUNKS,
Traveling Bags, Gloves, and Gents' Furnishing Goods, Etc., 110 Michigan Street, SOUTH BEND, IND.

BUZBY & GALLAGHER,
MERCHANT TAILORS
Clothiers and Dealers in
Gents' Furnishing Goods, Hats Caps, etc., 109 Michigan St., SOUTH BEND, INDIANA.

The Bond House,
A. McKay, Prop., NILES, MICHIGAN.
Free Hack to and from all Trains for Guests of the House.

A. C. SHIRE,
WHOLESALE DEALER IN YANNA CIGARS,
101 Main Street, SOUTH BEND, INDIANA.
[Branch of 184 E. Madison, Chicago.]
GRAND CENTRAL HOTEL.
SOUTH BEND, IND.
NEWLY OPENED—FIRST CLASS IN ALL RESPECTS.
HENRY C. KNILL, Prop.

DR. C. H. MIDDLETON,
DENTIST,
109 MICHIGAN STREET,
SOUTH BEND, INDIANA.

D. W. RUSS & CO.
KEEP THE
STUDENTS HEADQUARTERS
For Meals, Oysters,
ICE CREAM, PIES, ETC.
MEALS AT ALL HOURS.

ESTABLISHED 1852.
D. H. BAKER & BRO.,
Dealers in
BOOTS AND SHOES.
The largest Retailing House in the State
Corner of Whittington st and Michigan Sts., SOUTH BEND.

CLOTHING HOUSE!
MEYER LIVINGSTON,
60 Washington St.,
Three Doors West of Elum's Cigar Store, SOUTH BEND, IND.

FRANK MAYR,
KEEP THE
PEOPLE'S JEWELRY STORE,
Where you can purchase the
BOSS WATCHES, CLOCKS AND JEWELRY,
SILVERWARE, SPECTACLES, ETC.

ENGRAVING A SPECIALTY
Repairing Done in the Most Skillful Manner.
69 WASHINGTON, St., SOUTH BEND.

OTTO VON TESMAR,
TAXIDERMIST,
124 Orchard street, North Side, Chicago, Ill.,
Does all kinds of work pertaining to the Taxidermic Art at reason-
able prices. Also prepares Skeletons, relays Cabinets of Natural His-
tory, renews Specimens, etc., etc. For further particulars address
as above. mh 11-ly

The Enemy of Disease!
THE FOE OF PAIN
TO MAN AND BEAST
Is the Grand Old
Mustang Liniment,
which has stood the test of 40 years.

There is no sore it will not heal, no lameness it
will not cure, no ache, no pain, that afflicts the hu-
man body, or the body of a horse or other domestic
animal, that does not yield to its magic touch. A
bottle costing 25c., 50c., or $1.00 has often saved the
life of a human being, and restored to life and use-
fulness many a valuable horse. mh 11-ly.

CALIFORNIA
Sacramento, Ogden, Salt Lake City, Cheyenne, Denver, Omaha, Lin-
coln, Council Bluffs, Yankton, Sioux City, Dubuque, Winona, St.
Pual, Duluth, Marseoetta, Green Bay, Oshkosh, Madison, Milwaukee,
and all points West or Northwest of Chicago.

If you wish the best travelling accommodations, you will buy
your tickets by this route, and will take no other.

This popular route is unsurpassed for speed, comfort and safety.
The smooth, well-bushed and perfect track of steel rails, Westing-
house air brakes, Miller's safety platform and couplers, the cele-
brated Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars, the perfect telegraph system
of moving trains, the regularity with which they run, the admira-
able arrangement for running through cars from Chicago to all points
West, North, and Northwest, secure to passengers all the comforts
in modern railway traveling.
PULLMAN PALACE CARS
are run on all trains of this road.
The Chicago and Northwestern Railway
owns over two thousand miles of the best road there is in the country.
All ticket agents can show you its maps and time cards. All ticket agents can sell you through tickets by this route.

Buy your tickets via the Chicago and Northwestern Railway
for
SAN FRANCISCO,
Sacramento, Ogden, Salt Lake City, Cheyenne, Denver, Omaha, Lin-
coln, Council Bluffs, Yankton, Sioux City, Dubuque, Winona, St.
Pual, Duluth, Marseoetta, Green Bay, Oshkosh, Madison, Milwaukee,
and all points West or Northwest of Chicago.

For rates or information not attainable from your home ticket
agents, apply to
Marvin Hughitt,
General Superintendent.
W. H. Stennett,
Gen'l Passenger Agent.